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‘flYing geese’ oR ‘hidden dRagon’? 
Chinese Business and afRiCan 

industRial develoPMent 

Deborah Bräutigam

China’s economic interest in africa has generated considerable in-
terest among analysts of development in those two world regions. 
unease with China’s expanded presence on the continent is reflected 
in comments such as that made in 2006 by trevor ncube, a Zim-
babwean newspaper publisher living in south africa: ‘They are all 
over the place. if the British were our masters yesterday, the Chinese 
have come and taken their place.’1 newspaper headlines focus on 
the costs and benefits of China’s investment in africa’s extractive 
industries—petroleum, copper, timber, platinum, and iron—or on 
China’s contribution to the arms trade and the supply of inexpensive 
consumer goods that offer tough competition for african manufac-
turers.2 Chinese leaders have tried to put these fears to rest. during 

1 Craig timberg, ‘in africa, China trade Brings growth, unease,’ Washington 
Post, 13 June 2006, p. a 14.

2 see, for example: Joseph J. schatz, ‘Zambian hopeful takes a swing at 
China: Presidential Challenger stirs Resentment at asian Power’s growing 
influence in africa,’ Washington Post, 25 september 2006; frank Ching, 
‘China’s african empire,’ The Globe and Mail (Canada), 4 January 2007; 
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his 2006 tour of africa, Chinese President hu Jintao told nigerians 
that ‘China’s development will not bring a threat to anyone, but, 
instead, will only bring more opportunities and space for develop-
ment to the world.’3 Might the increased Chinese presence play a 
positive role by providing a model for low-tech industrial develop-
ment, stimulating the spin-off of manufacturing, or acting to jump 
start local investment? 

There is ample precedent for such a role. Japanese firms sparked an 
industrial boom in southeast asia in just this way, and Korean firms 
were central to the rapid expansion of manufacturing in Bangladesh.4 
The international product cycle operates in a manner whereby coun-
tries transit from the production of lower technology goods to higher 
technology goods, over time. Countries move from textiles and simple 
assembly to more complex products, as they move up the learning 
curve. as an illustration, after the second World War Japan began 
producing textiles and auto parts at home and exporting them to Thai-
land where Chinese business networks distributed and sold the goods. 
By the 1960s, higher labour costs and trade quotas pushed the Japa-
nese to move into direct production in Thailand, where they provided 
a stimulus for investment by example, and where they established joint 
ventures with their ethnic Chinese distributors. finally, by the 1980s, 
few Japanese firms were producing textiles in Thailand: they had been 
bought out by their ethnic Chinese partners who by then dominated 
the industry.5 auto parts have been slower to make such a transition, 
but here too ethnic Chinese firms in Thailand have accelerated pro-
duction. in asia, Japan was the leader of this ‘flying geese’ model.6 

‘China denies Charges of Milking africa of its Rich Resources,’ The Press 
Trust of India, 12 March 2007.

3 Quoted in timberg, ‘in africa, China trade’.
4 for discussions of these earlier asian experiences, see Kunio Yoshihara, 

The Rise of Ersatz Capitalism in South East Asia (oxford university Press, 
1988) and Yung Whee Rhee, ‘The Catalyst Model of development: lessons 
from Bangladesh's success with garment exports’, World Development 18, 2 
(february 1990), pp. 333-46.

5 Yoshihara, Rise of Ersatz Capitalism, p. 19.
6 on the ‘flying geese model’, see Kiyoshi Kojima, ‘The "flying geese" 

Model of asian economic development: origin, Theoretical extensions, 
and Regional Policy implications’, Journal of Asian Economics 11, 4 (Winter 
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as the research reported below illustrates, the origins of some of 
sub-saharan africa’s manufacturing success stories can be traced 
to the catalytic effect of investment by and the example of Chinese 
industrialists. Will Chinese firms in africa be catalytic ‘flying geese’ 
or is China more likely to play the role of a ‘hidden dragon’, with 
Chinese exports helping through competition to complete the proc-
ess of de-industrialization that some argue has been the result of the 
african continent’s trade liberalization? This chapter sheds light on 
these questions.7 it draws primarily on the author’s research in Mau-
ritius and in nigeria, but adds examples gleaned from other research 
on this topic. in the first case, ethnic Chinese entrepreneurs living 
in Mauritius helped persuade the government to establish an export 
processing zone, and then travelled to asia, inviting co-ethnics from 
taiwan, hong Kong, Malaysia, and (later) mainland China to join 
them in joint ventures. These investments exposed Mauritians (both 
Chinese and non-Chinese) to the intricacies of global production and 
export processes, which led to dynamic, export-oriented manufactur-
ing growth. in the second case, nigerian entrepreneurs in the eastern 
nigerian town of nnewi used their connections to ethnic Chinese 
trading networks (first in taiwan, but later across asia) to assist in the 
transition from importing auto spare parts to producing them, creating 
a small industrial boom. Both cases suggest that important, positive 
externalities can result from Chinese business linkages with africa. 
however, while the Mauritius case can be seen as an extra-asian 
example of the global reach of Chinese business networks and their 
stimulating impact, the nigerian (and lesotho) cases suggest that do-
mestic factors may still present significant obstacles to any transfer of 
the asian ‘flying geese’ model to african industry. furthermore, both 
Mauritian and nigerian firms have been hurt by competition from 

2000), pp. 375-401. for a critical perspective on the model, see Martin hart-
landsberg and Paul Burkett, ‘Contradictions of Capitalist industrialization 
in east asia: a Critique of "flying geese" Theories of development’, 
Economic Geography, 74, 2 (april 1998), pp. 87-110.

7 The cases in this chapter are drawn in part from on an earlier article of mine: 
deborah Bräutigam, ‘Close encounters: Chinese Business networks as 
industrial Catalysts in sub-saharan africa’, African Affairs 102, 408 (July 
2003), pp. 447-67.
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China, which has led some to fear that Chinese business indeed poses 
more of a ‘hidden dragon’ threat than an opportunity.

The context: Chinese investment in Africa
in the 1970s and 1980s, Chinese firms from taiwan and hong Kong 
began to establish closer business ties in africa, leading in some cases 
to investment. after 1985, when China relaxed its emigration poli-
cies, and particularly after 2001, when Beijing promoted the ‘going 
global’ policy, they were joined by firms from the Chinese main-
land. By early 2007, the Chinese reported that there were more than 
800 mainland Chinese companies operating in africa; some 700 of 
these were run by private individuals and the rest were medium to 
large state-owned firms.8 although Chinese investments in natural 
resources have gained more media and scholarly attention, manufac-
turing firms are also important. Between 1979 and 2001, before the 
current boom, Chinese firms had already established 230 manufac-
turing investments in africa (including north africa).9 south africa 
received the main share, 83 investment projects, but there was already 
a significant mainland Chinese presence in nigeria (33), Kenya (21), 
Mauritius (20), ghana (17) and Zambia (17). The Chinese mainly 
invested in light industry, but there were also significant concentra-
tions in electric appliances and spinning and weaving. Companies 
from guangdong Province produced ethyl alcohol in Benin, sewing 
machines in south africa, motors in angola, and batteries in Mo-
zambique.10 a Zhejiang Province firm, hasan shoes, has produced 
a quarter of its output in nigeria since 2006, and a Chinese factory 
is producing paper in tanzania.11 The pioneering Chinese white 

8 ‘africa to be more attractive for Chinese investors’, Xinhua, 2 february 
2007.

9 The information in this and the next few sentences is from World Bank, 
‘Patterns of africa-asia trade and investment: Potential for ownership 
and Partnership’, africa Region, Private sector unit, prepared for the asia-
africa trade and investment Conference (aatiC), tokyo, 1-2 november 
2004, p. 63.

10 ‘Chinese Companies encouraged to invest in africa’, People’s Daily, 31 
october 2000.

11 ‘When ‘Made in China’ become [sic] ‘Made in africa’, Xinhua, 22 december 
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goods firm haier (a worker-owned ‘collective’) produces household 
appliances in an angolan factory with 700 employees.12 since 2005, 
investors from henan province have filled the guoji [international] 
industrial entry Zone in sierra leone, where factories produce 
mattresses, roofing tiles, and hair lotions in a factory zone jointly 
established by the local government and the henan guoji industry 
and development Corporation.13 The hisense group from Qingdao 
Province began by exporting black and white televisions and electri-
cal appliances to south africa in 1993, moving into a joint venture 
to assemble televisions and dvd players in 1997. in 2007, hisense 
announced that they would build hisense industrial Park in south 
africa to expand their production of colour televisions, refrigerators 
and washing machines for the southern africa market.14 

These manufacturing investments are set to increase. The Chinese 
are convinced that africa is ripe for opportunity, and ‘the early bird 
catches the worm.’15 at the Beijing summit of the forum of China-
african Cooperation in november 2006, the Chinese announced the 
establishment of a $5 billion development fund to encourage Chi-
nese firms to invest in africa. The Chairman of the sichuan hongda 
group commented that competition in China is now ‘so fierce’ that 
new businesses find it ‘difficult to get a toehold, but africa is a huge 
market and the investment environment there keeps improving.’16 
a 2005 World Bank survey of 150 Chinese firms in eight Chinese 

2006.
12 Renato eguilar and andrea goldstein, ‘The asian drivers and angola’, 

unpublished paper, March 2007, p. 12.
13 andrew Child and david White, ‘Chinese investors target virgin Markets’, 

Financial Times 15 March 2005, p. 12; ‘sierra leonean President expects 
more Chinese investment’, Xinhua News Agency 7 november 2006.

14 ‘China’s hisense to Build industrial Park in south africa’, Xinhua News 
Agency, 21 January 2007; China facts and figures, ‘Chinese enterprises 
in africa’, 10 december 2003, http://www.china.org.cn/english/features/
China-africa/82043.htm [accessed 10 January, 2007].

15 Zhao Zhongqui, China’s economic and Commercial Counsellor in 
freetown, quoted in Child and White, ‘Chinese investors target virgin 
Markets’.

16 ‘China, africa to encourage co-op in private sector,’ Xinhua, 23 october 
2006.
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cities with plans to invest abroad found that 18 per cent of them were 
planning to invest in africa, and of these, 45 per cent were interested 
in manufacturing.17 Will this new wave of investment displace exist-
ing industries, or will these firms form forward and backward link-
ages and stimulate technology transfer in the ‘flying geese’ model? 
The case of Mauritius provides a positive example.

Ethnic Chinese business networks and industry in Mauritius
Chinese business networks are responsible for some of the informa-
tion, ideas and capital that helped launch Mauritius, a small island 
nation in the indian ocean, as an important centre for export-ori-
ented industry in southern africa. Chinese were among the earlier 
settlers in multi-ethnic Mauritius, a country that was uninhabited 
when it was first discovered and settled by europeans. some of 
the region’s earliest factories were established by Chinese: tobacco 
processing (1874) and alcohol distillation (1897).18 By 1925, Chinese 
manufacturers were producing shoes and boots, rum, and aloe bags 
for shipping sugar. 

Chinese entrepreneurs in Mauritius maintained close ties with 
their homeland and unlike the bulk of the population (descendants 
of enslaved africans and former indentured workers from the in-
dian subcontinent), they had the resources to make visits back to 
their ancestral places of origin, often to find spouses. The case of sir 
edouard lim fat demonstrates how helpful these ties were for the 
industrial transition in Mauritius. in 1970, Mauritius became one of 
the first developing countries to establish a duty-free, tax-free export 
processing zone (ePZ). an engineering professor at the university 
of Mauritius and also a businessman, dr lim fat was one of the 
early visionaries pushing for the establishment of an ePZ.19 The lim 
fat family was originally from the Canton area, and dr lim fat’s in-

17 harry g. Broadman, Africa’s Silk Road: China and India’s New Economic 
Frontier (Washington, dC: World Bank, 2007), p. 99.

18 lim fat, ‘Contribution of the Chinese’. 
19 interview, Professor sir edouard lim fat, Port louis, Mauritius, 19 april 

1999; see also dick Chan, ’Mauritius wants to be hong Kong’, South China 
Morning Post (hong Kong), 23 January 1995.
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laws were mainland Chinese who fled to taiwan after 1949; it was 
there that dr lim fat became interested in the export processing 
zones through his diaspora connections and social networks. 

shortly after the export Processing Zone act was passed in 1970, 
sino-Mauritians such as dr lim fat travelled to asia, ‘taking ad-
vantage of [their] numerous personal contacts in these far eastern 
lands’ to promote the ePZ ‘with ceaseless missionary zeal.’20 other 
Mauritian Chinese moved to invest in the ePZ, often with joint 
ventures forged through their networks in asia. The success of sino-
Mauritians business networks showed in the percentage of hong 
Kong equity capital invested in the ePZ: more than 90 per cent 
in the early years.21 By 1982 there were more than 115 ePZ firms, 
and 59 per cent of the capital invested in the ePZ was from hong 
Kong Chinese.22 The ePZ boomed again after 1983 when uncer-
tainty gripped hong Kong as great Britain negotiated the return of 
hong Kong to China. The appeal of the Chinese overseas network 
in making Mauritius a destination for hong Kong capital was clear: 
‘The hong Kong investor who comes here does not feel so much 
like a stranger as he would in africa. he sees Chinese faces, he eats 
Chinese food, his wife has someone to talk to.’23 

early in the life of the ePZs, joint ventures between east asian 
and local investors were common, although this was not a require-
ment for foreign investment. Joint ventures appealed both to local 
whites (franco-Mauritians) who had amassed capital in the sugar 

20 l.M. lim, ‘hong Kong and the free zone’, L’Express (Port louis, Mauritius), 
11 July 1997. see also Michael Young, ‘Mauritian development strategy: 
hong Kong is the model’, The Financial Times, 5 May 1971.

21 Many of the asian industrialists brought in used machinery from asia, 
but valued it at the price of new equipment; thus the value of this asian 
investment may have been inflated (personal communication, anonymous 
reviewer).

22 Roland lamusse, ‘The Breakthrough in export-processing industrialization 
in Mauritius’, Boston, african-american issues Center discussion Paper 
no. 13, no date, c1985.

23 Comment by Philippe Chan Kin, former chairman of the Mauritius export 
Processing Zone association, in Blaine harden, ‘Mauritius breaks out of 
africa’s poverty: free export zone works wonders for tiny island’, Los Angeles 
Times, 21 november 1988.
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industry and sino-Mauritians who had become wealthy through 
trade and local manufacturing. Because Mauritians had the desire 
to learn the business, while the asian firms needed risk-sharing and 
the local knowledge and contacts, joint ventures were genuine, not 
‘paper’ partnerships. The importance of the initial capital and infor-
mation links with Chinese businesses clearly made the ePZ concept 
a success. Those links were critical for transferring information that 
would lower the risks and costs to Mauritians of embarking on ex-
port-oriented industry. a sino-Mauritian analyst pointed this out 
in a 1997 article: ‘Most of [the local investors] were ex-partners or 
employees of ePZ firms who over the years had acquired the neces-
sary experience and know-how from the hong Kong industrialists in 
such vital areas as international marketing, the latest technology and 
large scale industrial production and management, and felt confident 
enough to start their own ePZ enterprises.’24

This was the ‘flying geese’ model in action. in time, many local 
Mauritians invested in the ePZ. By the late 1980s, more than half of 
the equity in the ePZ was local (mainly franco- and sino-Mauritian, 
but with important Muslim and hindu participation) and Mauritius 
had become the third largest exporter of ‘Woolmark’ knitwear in 
the world. support industries producing boxes, thread, buttons, and 
packaging materials for export firms had also grown. By 1997, Mau-
ritian owners accounted for about 60 per cent of the capital invested 
in export manufacturing in Mauritius.25 

as mainland Chinese firms began to increase their investments 
in africa, they explored possibilities in Mauritius, assisted in many 
cases by their government. in 1999, for example, Chairman li Peng 
brought a delegation of 125 people to Mauritius, including a number 
of business owners. table 1 shows that between 1990 and 1994, and 
in the years 2001-5, investments by Chinese mainland firms in Mau-
ritius overtook those from taiwan, hong Kong, and singapore. in 
2003, a mainland Chinese company (shanxi Province’s tianli group, 
ltd) invested more than us$10 million to open a cotton yarn spin-

24 lim, ‘hong Kong and the free zone”’.
25 ‘l’apport hongkongais dans la Zf’, L’Express (Port louis, Mauritius), 1 

July 1997.
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ning mill in Mauritius to supply export companies with locally made 
raw materials. When investment from hong Kong, singapore, and 
taiwan fell, that from mainland China rose (table 1).

(Rs million)
   1990-95  2000-06 
--------------------------------------------------------
hong Kong  185  50
singapore  40   14
taiwan  92  0
China  35  89

total fdi in ePZ 981  513 
--------------------------------------------------------

table 1: foreign direct investment in Mauritius by China and Chinese diaspora
source: Bank of Mauritius, Annual Report, 2005-2006, p. 258.
note: not all of the asian fdi goes to the ePZ sector.

overall, the nature of these ethnic Chinese ties was clearly one of 
close connections leading to a transfer of technology through invest-
ment and its accompanying training, and the diffusion of trained 
personnel and managers to other firms in the ePZ sector. ethnic 
Chinese have served as ‘flying geese’ for Mauritians, often bringing 
as part of their investment in used factories from areas where labour 
had become more expensive or political conditions less certain. But 
has China also been a ‘hidden dragon’ in Mauritius, withering local 
industry under the competition from its low-cost products?

The Chinese competition that opened up with the december 2004 
ending of the Multi-fibre arrangement has had a painful impact on 
the textile industry in Mauritius. Between 2000 and 2005, the sector 
contracted by about 30 per cent. firms closed and up to twenty-five 
thousand workers lost their jobs.26 By 2006, there were almost no 
hong Kong Chinese investors left, although some of their factories 

26 government of Mauritius, Central statistical office. in december 2004, 
some 13,792 employees in the sector were expatriates, most being Chinese 
nationals.
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had been bought out by Mauritian entrepreneurs. Mauritians were 
claiming that the restructuring had largely been completed by 2006, 
with the remaining Mauritian firms moving upmarket or, in the case 
of several, building factories in lower cost countries: Madagascar, 
india, and even China itself.27 These firms had looked the dragon 
in the face and decided not just to fight it, but to join it. several of 
the large, competitive and vertically integrated textile companies had 
made significant new investments in China itself: star Knitwear and 
Compagnie Mauricienne de textile. in March 2007, the Chinese 
and Mauritian governments announced that Mauritius (Riche-terre) 
had been chosen as the site of the second of three to five Chinese 
industrial export zones to be constructed in africa between 2007 and 
2010 (the first was launched in Zambia).28 in this case, the 2 km 
square zone will be constructed by the same tianli group, which will 
spend €350 million (with help from the Chinese government). 

The early industrial investments by Chinese manufacturers in 
Mauritius fostered a local industry that grew rapidly and over thirty-
five years was gradually transformed into a shared foreign/local affair. 
however, in another case of Chinese catalysts, industrialization relied 
more on indigenous africans, who took steps to travel to asia and 
brought the information and resources they needed to make their 
own moves into industry. The case of auto parts in nnewi, nigeria, 
illustrates how this happened without any foreign investment on the 
part of the Chinese. 

Ethnic Chinese business and industry in Nnewi, Nigeria
until the 1980s, generally motor spare parts sold in nigeria either 
came from the ‘original’ manufacturer (Peugeot, Mercedes, etc.) or 
were counterfeit copies made in taiwan. however, early in that dec-
ade, a number of factories sprang up in the eastern region of nigeria, 

27 author’s interview, general Manager, floreal textile, July 2005; david 
White, ‘in search of a new league’, Mauritius Report, Financial Times, 
14 March 2006. david White, ‘survival in a cut-throat world’, Mauritius 
Report, Financial Times, 14 March 2006.

28 sithanen, ‘le projet de tianli realise à partir de cette année’, L’Express (Port 
louis, Mauritius), 12 March 2007.
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particularly in the town of nnewi, whose large nkwo market for used 
and new motor spare parts had grown into one of the largest in the 
country, with offshoots in many other towns and cities across nigeria. 
By 2004 there were more than 17 modern, large and medium-sized 
factories in nnewi, using imported technology and producing a wide 
variety of spare parts for cars, lorries, and motorcycles.29 together 
with engineering firms and machine shops, a number of aluminium 
foundries, and 68 smaller, less formal factories also producing spare 
parts, these businesses employed some 8-9,000 persons.30 some of 
these factories exported to neighbouring countries in West africa, to 
the Middle east, and even to europe. one advertised in the abidjan, 
Côte d’ivoire phone directory. The manufacturing boom attracted 
attention both in and outside nigeria. 

Contacts between nnewi traders and their Chinese counterparts 
in taiwan proved the major catalyst to industrialization. spare parts 
for the nnewi market network were imported primarily from europe 
at first, but by the 1960s asian distributors began to frequent the 
nkwo market, offering to produce copies of the european ‘origi-
nal’ brand name parts. The first asian firms were Japanese, but they 
were rapidly supplanted by Chinese traders from taiwan. over time, 
nnewi motor parts traders arranged to have their own brand name 
products made in taiwan. during the 1970s, many nigerian traders 
travelled to asia to meet their suppliers, and were thus exposed to 
the industrial dynamism of the asian newly industrialised countries, 
as well as the many small and medium firms still operating in tai-
wan. The contrast with dr lim fat’s travels to taiwan from Mau-
ritius is instructive, however. dr lim fat noticed export processing 
zones, and eventually persuaded the government in Mauritius to 
pass legislation establishing such an institution in Mauritius. he and 
other sino-Mauritians travelled to asia in part to persuade Chinese 

29 for an extensive discussion of the nnewi industrialization experience, see 
deborah Bräutigam, ‘substituting for the state: institutions and industrial 
development in eastern nigeria’, World Development 25, 7, (1997), pp. 
1063-80 and Banyi oyelaran-oyeyinka, Nnewi: An Emergent Industrial 
Cluster in Nigeria (ibadan: technopol Publishers, 1997). 

30 ikenna emewu, ‘nigerian government is anti-industry, say Manufacturers’, 
Daily Sun (nigeria), 4 december 2004 [www.sunnewsonline.com].
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co-ethnics to invest in Mauritius. Many did, reassured in part by 
the extended family and professional connections made through the 
Chinese diaspora. on the other hand, the nnewi traders used their 
contacts with the Chinese in nigeria to locate distributors and pro-
ducers in asia, with whom they could trade and, later, from whom 
they could purchase machinery and technical assistance. Without 
those contacts, the transition to manufacturing might not have hap-
pened, but in contrast to Mauritius, there have been no joint ventures 
of Chinese and nigerians and no Chinese investment in nnewi, and 
the nnewi traders made no effort to change an unfavourable national 
level policy regime.

The contacts between the nnewi manufacturers and the Chinese 
traders and manufacturers in taiwan and elsewhere primarily ena-
bled the diffusion of information and example. as the Ceo of edi-
son auto industries, a manufacturer of brake linings and brake fluid 
commented, ‘for eight years i imported these things [from asia] and 
saw how simple they were to make.’ he moved into manufacturing 
after studying machinery and processes in use by his supplier firms in 
asia. all of the traders who established factories between 1983 and 
1996 continued to maintain their trading business and distribution 
networks in nigeria, and simply added their new brands to existing 
lines that they continued to import from taiwan and elsewhere in 
asia. 

The networks of contacts established during years of trade eased 
the nnewi entrepreneurs’ task of gathering information about pro-
duction. one manufacturer who had imported many lines of spare 
parts made in taiwan solicited bids for machinery from a number 
of Chinese firms in taiwan with which he had grown familiar. in 
other cases, the nnewi entrepreneurs asked for recommendations 
from their Chinese networks for technical advisers to install the fac-
tories and train local people. some companies, such as a producer of 
melded plastic components, sent groups of workers to shenzhen and 
elsewhere in asia for on-the-job training in Chinese factories. oth-
ers used their contacts with trading companies to identify Chinese 
manufacturers who were ready to sell used equipment, such as the oil 
filter manufacturer who purchased the entire plant of his singapore 
supplier. 
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The nnewi case demonstrates that it is possible for ideas and in-
formation about industry to be transferred from Chinese firms in 
asia to african entrepreneurs, facilitating the development of dy-
namic manufacturing sectors. The relationship between the network 
of nnewi spare parts traders and the taiwanese manufacturers in the 
1960s and 1970s resembles closely the early ‘flying geese’ relationship 
between Japanese manufacturers and Chinese business networks in 
southeast asia described above. however, in the absence of signifi-
cant Chinese investment in the region, there were limits to the trans-
fer of knowledge and the building of the kind of multiple strands 
(family ties, social and cultural celebrations, exchanges of credit, etc.) 
that characterize business networks among people from the same 
cultural group, as in Mauritius. Because of this, the nnewi trader-in-
dustrialists lacked the extra advantage of the kind of learning oppor-
tunities possible for Mauritians, who had many joint ventures with, 
and professional opportunities to work in, overseas Chinese firms set 
up in the Mauritian ePZ—although they have compensated for this 
in part by a widespread practice of using foreign technical assistance. 
in 2004, for example, nnewi firms each hosted an average of four 
foreign technical staff.31

how have firms in nnewi fared against the competition of Chi-
nese imports? auto spare parts do not receive much protection from 
the nigerian government, unlike textile manufacturers, for example, 
who have operated under a nearly complete ban on imports. The 
average tariff on auto parts was reduced to approximately 5 per cent 
in the trade liberalization of the country’s structural adjustment pro-
gramme (saP) in the early 1990s. even with local manufacturing 
firms close by, the nkwo market in nnewi continued to host visits 
from asian traders who offered to copy ‘original’ spare parts in their 
home factories, increasingly located in China’s special economic 
zones. Branded counterfeit parts, or those that are close copies but 
made in China, sell at very competitive prices. for example, in 2006, 
spark plugs made in China, counterfeit copies of those made by toyota 

31 Boladale abiola, ‘Knowledge, technology, and growth: The Case study of 
nnewi auto Parts Cluster in nigeria’, Knowledge for development (K4d) 
Program, World Bank institute, World Bank, Washington, dC, 2006, p. 
14.
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or the american firm Motorcraft, sold at n55 compared with n220 
for the original. Chinese branded parts intended to compete with the 
original manufacturer were also sold at prices less than half the original: 
China’s ‘super filter’ sold for n200, while the original ‘Bolus’ or ‘do-
rian’ oil filter sold for n550.32 local manufacturers have accused these 
asian exporters of ‘dumping’ when they are able to consistently offer 
products at prices lower than the nigerians can match. a 2006 study 
of nnewi manufacturers found that 75 per cent of the firms ranked the 
asian challenge as ‘very severe’.33 By 2006 China was nigeria’s largest 
source of imports, and the competition looked set only to increase. at 
the same time, some sixty Chinese firms had invested in nigeria, in 
textiles, agro-processing, and a number of other sectors in addition 
to resource extraction.34 The governments of anambra, Benue, and 
taraba states in nigeria have entered into joint ventures to produce 
cement, woven bags, sugar, purified water, and machine tools with 
the gongji Cangxi industry and Commerce development Company 
(a henan province township enterprise that produces machinery for 
juice and vegetable oil extraction, concrete, and nails).35 These new 
investments may have more potential for ‘flying geese’ spin-offs, given 
the rich entrepreneurial culture and skills in nigeria.

Discussion and conclusions
as of 2007, there has been very limited fieldwork on the impact of 
mainland Chinese investment in africa, but we do have other stud-
ies of ethnic Chinese investment (mainly taiwan). These suggest 
that the catalytic effect of industrial investment may be limited to 

32 olatunji ololade, ‘a fake Way to die’, Tellmagazine (nigeria) http://www.
tellng.com/news/articles/060629-4 /news/sprep_deathtyres.html [accessed 
19 october 2006]. 

33 abiola, ‘Knowledge, technology, and growth’, p. 21.
34 ‘nigeria-China Business and investment forum 2006,’ http://www.invest.

net.cn/news/ni2006/interview/index-2.html
35 gongji Cangxi industry and Commerce development Company website, 

http://chinacangxi.com/english/ [accessed 31 March 2007]. among these, 
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countries and regions where conditions are particularly conducive. 
sanjaya lall’s study of taiwanese investment in the apparel industry 
in lesotho found that not a single local entrepreneur followed the 
asian investors into manufacturing: 
…knowledge spillovers or backward linkages [are] almost wholly absent 
in lesotho … even 15 years after the first garment factory was estab-
lished, almost no local firms have emerged to compete with the foreign 
firms, subcontract from them, or supply them with inputs like packaging 
or accessories … family owned and controlled east asian firms have a 
culture that does not conduce to local skill creation or local participa-
tion at high levels. Work at these levels is conducted almost wholly in 
Chinese. The tendency to bring in textile workers from China reduces 
skill transfers and promotion at the shop-floor level … suspicion and 
hostility on the part of the local population to the Chinese … prevents 
the creation of greater trust and social capital.36 

on the other hand, gillian hart’s research on taiwanese networks 
in south africa provided an anecdote of a black south african entre-
preneur, a technician who set up an informal company to subcontract 
to his former taiwanese employer. 37 

The ‘flying geese’ model of dynamism that underpinned industri-
alization in southeast asia depended on several factors that are only 
unevenly observed across africa. first, it required local investment by 
the ‘lead goose’ and joint ventures that spread knowledge to capable 
local entrepreneurs. We see some of this in Mauritius, none in the 
case of nnewi, and while there is some evidence that joint ventures 
are on the rise, they seem to be primarily with governments, not in-
digenous entrepreneurs (this could be changing, however). second, 
it required a ‘push’ from the home country: in the case of Japan, it 
was sharply rising labour costs that created an additional incentive to 
seek sites for offshore production. Chinese labour costs are similar 
to those prevailing in many african countries, and productivity is a 
good deal higher. however, there are some countries where com-

36 sanjaya lall, ‘fdi, agoa and Manufactured exports by a landlocked, 
least developed african economy: lesotho,’ Journal of Development Studies 
41, 6 (august 2005), pp. 998-1022.

37 gillian hart, Disabling Globalization: Places of Power in Post-Apartheid South 
Africa (Berkeley: university of California Press, 2002). 
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parisons indicate some potential for competitive advantage. in the 
spinning and weaving industry, for example, average 2004-5 costs 
per operator hour in coastal China were us$0.76, in Mauritius they 
were us$1.57, but in Kenya costs were only us$0.67.38 

another requirement for a ‘flying geese’ model to work is the pol-
icy environment in the host country. The rapidly growing southeast 
asian countries had a variety of policy frameworks, but all were in-
vestment- and export-friendly. Without supportive investment poli-
cies, relationships between Chinese entrepreneurs and those in africa 
will generally be limited to trade, and when investment is shunned, 
the transfer of technology and learning is made much more difficult. 
Mauritius has implemented policies very similar to those in place in 
east and southeast asia’s most dynamic countries. a well-work-
ing export processing zone is one aspect of this policy framework, 
but ePZs do not work in a vacuum. general economic policies also 
mattered. Mauritius and the southeast asian examples highlight the 
fact that although an economy with a high proportion of trade is 
often labelled ‘open’, these ‘open’ trading economies are not neces-
sarily ‘liberal’ in the sense of ‘free markets’. in both, exchange rate 
policies and other, more interventionist policies strongly encouraged 
exports, while at the same time many aspects of production for the 
domestic market were protected. trade and capital account liberali-
zation has happened in most of the southeast asian countries (and 
in Mauritius), but it has been for the most part quite gradual, and 
does not characterize the early years when export-oriented industry 
was first established. on the other hand, nigeria and many other 
african countries have generally failed to establish an environment 
that would allow either domestic industry or export-oriented firms 
to thrive and grow. This may also be changing. The Chinese have 
repeatedly said that they believe conditions to be favourable for in-
vestment in much of africa. in sierra leone, Chinese entrepreneurs 
commented favourably on the preferential tax policies adopted by the 

38 Werner international, ‘spinning and Weaving labor Cost Comparisons, 
Winter 2004/2005’, Werner international Management Consultants, 
herndon, virginia, 2005.
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local government.39 at the same time, however, trade liberalization 
that exposes inefficient local industries to competition with Chinese 
imports may pose stark difficulties for infant industries. in one case, 
ironically, a Zambian textile factory established three decades ago 
with Chinese aid was forced out of production by a wave of Chinese 
textile imports.40 

over the past three decades, Chinese businesses from hong Kong, 
taiwan, the diaspora, and now mainland China have made increas-
ingly visible forays into sub-saharan africa, forging links with af-
rican capitalists and stimulating industrial transitions in areas, such 
as eastern nigeria and Mauritius, that had shown little industrial 
development before. a World Bank study published in 2007 found 
that most of the mainland Chinese investment has occurred since 
2000; it is primarily ‘greenfield’ investment, which creates new jobs; 
investors are mainly branches of parent firms with headquarters in 
China’s provinces, and many of the firms are more vertically inte-
grated than other companies operating in africa—a finding that may 
make skill and technology transfer more difficult.41 in a reflection of 
the close business-government ties characteristic of asian capital-
ism, the government in Beijing has fostered the growing interest in 
africa, inviting private sector representatives to join high level gov-
ernment officials in delegations that have visited african countries 
(like Mauritius) and deepened the contacts between businesses in 
the two regions.

The case of Mauritius shows that asian networks in a remote 
indian ocean island can have a powerful impact on a country’s 
economic development, when the resources and information of net-
works are combined with supportive economic policies. even though 
the early ‘geese’ have long since left Mauritius, the joint ventures they 
formed with local entrepreneurs persist and have expanded under 
sole Mauritian ownership. The establishment of a new enterprise 

39 ‘sierra leone President expects more Chinese investment’, Xinhua 
(Zhengzhou), 7 november 2006.

40 Chris Mcgreal, ‘Thanks, China, now go home: buy-up of Zambia revives 
old colonial fears’, The Guardian, 5 february 2007.

41 Broadman, Africa’s Silk Road, p. 311.
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zone in Mauritius will reinvigorate the networks, although the for-
mation of an enclave will make technology transfer more difficult. 
The contrasting cases of taiwanese investment in lesotho and south 
africa suggest that a supply of technically skilled local entrepreneurs 
will be a necessary prerequisite for the transfer of technology and the 
start-up of new firms. The nnewi case shows that skilled indigenous 
african entrepreneurs can take advantage of contacts with Chinese 
firms to produce an industrial transition. however, these connec-
tions are unlikely to produce the kind of export dynamism found in 
Mauritius, until the policy environment becomes more conducive to 
exports. 




